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“In thy light shall we see light”—Psalm 36:9
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1

i n t r o d u c t i o n

G O D ’ S W O R D A N D H U M A N

U N D E R S T A N D I N G :

W H A T I S T H E P R O B L E M ?

Recently a campus minister approached a couple in a college Chris-
tian fellowship group. The couple had been sleeping together, even
though they were not married. When he confronted them with
some biblical texts about fornication and marital commitment, they
responded: “Well, that’s your interpretation; everybody is entitled to
their own interpretation.”

How often are those words spoken every day? Many people want
to say they believe the Bible, but not so many want to heed its mes-
sage. “Interpretation” often appears to be a way of getting the Bible
to say what someone wants it to say.

Of course, if we want to understand the Bible, we must expend
at least some mental effort, and this mental effort is interpretation.
And it is true that each person must do his or her own understand-
ing, even if he or she depends on someone else to explain things.
So everyone who reads the Bible must be an interpreter. But does
this mean that “everybody is entitled to their own interpretation”? Is
interpretation simply a matter of subjective feelings about the
Bible?

Even for Christians, or perhaps especially for Christians, this is
a problem. Does the Bible teach something in particular, or is the
meaning of a text simply “what I get out of it”? Is a particular inter-
pretation right, and are others wrong? How do we know whether an
interpretation is right or wrong? On the other hand, how do we ex-
plain how different Christians can read the same text and reach
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contradictory conclusions about what it teaches? How can we chal-
lenge someone’s interpretation and say, “Your interpretation is
wrong”?

If we regard the Bible as the fountainhead of our faith, it is cru-
cial that we resolve this problem. If we are to obey God, we must first
understand what he said. If we are to believe, there must be some-
thing there for us to believe.

Perhaps the reader at this point is thinking, “Yes, there are al-
ways people who twist and contort the Scriptures to say what they
want it to say, but there is a plain or literal meaning to Scripture, and
the problems come from not paying attention to the plain mean-
ing.” But different people see different “plain” meanings in a text.
And the “plain” meaning is not always literal. What is the “plain”
meaning of “If your right eye causes you to sin, pluck it out”? How
does one know that the “plain” meaning here is not literal?

It is with these questions in mind that this book has been writ-
ten. Hermeneutics, the science of interpretation, is not a light-
weight subject. But some modern books on hermeneutics make it
far more difficult than it needs to be. They sometimes seem to be
dedicated more to “the art of giving incomprehensible answers to
insoluble questions”1 than to helping people understand. But those
who trust in the self-revealing God can answer these questions, and
we will strive to give some comprehensible (though hardly compre-
hensive) answers.2 In the midst of Jesus’ discourse on the last things
(Mark 13 and Matthew 24) are the words, “Let the reader under-
stand.” God himself wants his people to understand his book. It is
our prayer that he will use our book to help some of his people un-
derstand his book just a bit better.

We have organized our material into three parts. The first part
has to do with our presuppositions, the things we assume when we
begin trying to understand a text. How these presuppositions oper-
ate, how we may critique our own presuppositions, and the assump-
tions that the Bible itself makes, are the topics addressed in the
three chapters that make up this section.

The second part deals more directly with the theory of interpre-
tation. After a brief look at the way some Christians have in the past
dealt with the interpretation of the Bible, we will examine both
grammatical-historical exegesis, which is focused on determining

introduction
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the original meaning, and the questions of later meaning and appli-
cation today.

The third part is on the practice of interpretation. Here is the
nitty-gritty of exegesis and interpretation, with examples of how,
and how not, to interpret. Here too are suggestions regarding the
interpretation of various literary genres found in the Bible. Finally,
this last section broadens out to the application of interpretation, or
how to use the Bible, especially with regard to worship, witnessing,
and guidance.

Two appendixes discuss the rather technical matters of where
the meaning of a text resides, and a description and critique of var-
ious “critical” methods of interpretation.

God’s word and human understanding
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p a r t o n e

T H E F O U N D A T I O N O F

U N D E R S T A N D I N G :

P R E S U P P O S I T I O N S

Can a Christian and a Jew agree on the meaning of Isaiah 53? If they
suspend their Christianity and Judaism, are they then able to agree?
If so, is it because they have come to the text without presupposi-
tions, or is it because they now share a new presupposition (e.g., ra-
tionalism)? Is the new presupposition inherently superior to the
Christian or Jewish one?

The Reformer John Calvin began his Institutes of the Christian Re-
ligion with the observation that to know God one must know one-
self, and to know oneself one must know God.1 Something like this
is true as well for interpreting the Bible. We must begin by asking
who we are who read the book. In other words, we must look at our-
selves rather critically, to see what kind of intellectual baggage and
what sort of ideological agenda we are bringing with us consciously
or unconsciously, and how these presuppositions influence, for
good or ill, our understanding of the Bible.

Interpreting any text involves two different types of assumptions.
First, underlying all our thinking and interpreting are our presupposi-
tions about life and ultimate realities, our worldview.2 These provide the
basic foundation for how we understand everything. Second are the as-
sumptions that we make about the nature of the text we are reading.

Because they are so central to our understanding, the first of
these are held tenaciously; to relinquish or change our basic pre-
suppositions would mean a reordering and reevaluation of our lives.
It would call into question all that we think we know.
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On the other hand, our assumptions about texts are usually
held loosely, and are easily adapted according to the character of a
text. When we start reading a book, we have in mind a certain par-
adigm or preconception of what the book is about. If we think the
book is history, and then discover it has the marks of fiction, we sim-
ply discard the first paradigm and reorder our understanding of the
book according to the new one.

But in the case of the Bible, which deals with the fundamental
questions of our lives and worldviews, our assumptions about the
text move into the first category of presuppositions. The Christian
presupposition is that Isaiah 53 is part of God’s revelation in both
the Old Testament (OT) and the New Testament (NT); the ortho-
dox Jew presupposes that God’s revelation is in the Hebrew Bible as
mediated through the Talmud. The Christian believes that the OT
is primarily a prophetic book that leads up to a historical fulfillment
in Christ; the orthodox Jew sees his Hebrew Bible as primarily a law
book that provides the constitution for the Jewish people. Hence,
the Jew and the Christian are going to see Isaiah 53 differently. And
for either one to change views on the nature of the text would mean
a complete reordering of worldview.3

But why do we not simply suspend all our presuppositions and
stick to the facts? Would this not remove the uncertainty in inter-
pretation and provide an unshakeable ground upon which to un-
derstand things?

We will argue later that there is a right way to understand Isaiah
53 or any other passage, and that the right way is indicated by the
nature of the text itself. However, discerning this is not a matter of
escaping or suspending our presuppositions, but of changing and
adapting them. We really cannot escape them. Since the things we
presuppose are to us self-evident, we may be unconscious of them,
but they still determine our understanding, and without them there
is no understanding. Anytime we find meaning in a text, we arrive
at that meaning by fitting it in with our previous knowledge. And
this involves assumptions or presuppositions about such things as
the nature of the text we are reading, the meaning of life, and how
we know things. All our interpreting activity in life involves assump-
tions, just as in geometry each theorem can be proved only on the
basis of previous theorems and “self-evident” assumptions.4 Presup-

the foundation of understanding
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positions form the basis of the interpretive framework by which we
understand things.

Jesus says in Matthew 6:22, “The eye is the lamp of the body. So,
if your eye is sound, your whole body will be full of light; but if your
eye is not sound, your whole body will be full of darkness. If then
the light in you is darkness, how great is the darkness!” Jesus was
talking about the root commitments around which one orients
one’s life—what we are calling basic presuppositions.5 If the princi-
ples which enable us to “see” and understand are wrong, then our
understanding is no understanding at all.

This is a devastating judgment. Which of us has all his or her pre-
suppositions right? Fortunately, we do not have to have all our pre-
suppositions right in order to begin. There is a difference between
blindness and the need for wearing glasses. But we do need to make
sure our eyes are working. In other words, we must make sure that
our most basic presupposition, whether conscious or unconscious, is
sound. But what should this most basic presupposition be?

For most modern people, the conscious or unconscious starting
point is their own existence and their own reason. The philosopher
Descartes basically set the tone for the modern way of thinking
when he decided that the only thing he could not doubt was the fact
that he was doubting, and concluded that, since he was thinking,
therefore he must exist. People thus start from themselves, and as-
sume that only their own human reason can decide whether some-
thing is true.6 But more recently philosophers have realized that
reason never exists apart from a person who is reasoning, and thus
that reason is subject to other interests of the reasoner. Otherwise,
all reasoning human beings would be able to agree on everything.

Further, if humans claim to be the ones who ultimately decide
what is true, they are claiming to be able to make an absolute judg-
ment. But to make an absolute judgment,

man will . . . have to seek to make a system for himself that
will relate all the facts of his environment to one another in
such a way as will enable him to see exhaustively all the re-
lations that obtain between them. In other words, the system
that the non-Christian has to seek on his assumption is one
in which he himself virtually occupies the place that God oc-

the foundation of understanding
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cupies in Christian theology. Man must, in short, be virtually
omniscient.7

But no human can ever have all the facts, and further, as we shall
point out in chapter 2 (under “The Relationship Between General
and Special Revelation”), facts can only be stated in relation to
other facts. So how can anyone know anything on this presupposi-
tional basis? This is why non-Christians today frequently deny that
there is any absolute truth.

The Christian, on the other hand, affirms the validity of human
reason, but maintains that it can have a proper ground only if we ac-
knowledge first that God the Creator exists, and that he has com-
municated with humanity, and that he constituted our reason as an
effective tool to comprehend language and everything else in the
created world.8 This Christian starting point is not a groundless as-
sumption. According to Romans 1:19–21, all human beings are con-
stituted such that they know the essential attributes of God, because
the creation screams at them that it, and they themselves, have been
made by God. That is, everyone has a built-in ability to recognize
the plain, self-evident God by the created universe. But rather than
proceed on the basis of this self-evident presupposition, unregener-
ate men and women prefer other starting points for reason, and in
the process destroy the real ground for reason.

When it comes to the Bible, this means that the modern non-
Christian’s basic presupposition will result in an approach different
from that of the Christian. For non-Christians, statements claiming
to have come from God cannot be allowed to escape testing by a hu-
man reasoning process that has begun by assuming that it has no need
of God. They assume that reason would operate the same way
whether or not the true God exists. Thus, many modern students of
the Bible evaluate whether biblical statements are true on the basis
of criteria that are external to the Bible itself,9 and this cuts them
off from having their own thinking critiqued by God’s Word. This is
like children who cannot learn because they believe they know
everything already. But Christians are persuaded by the Holy Spirit
that the Bible is God’s true voice.10 Christians, under the Holy
Spirit’s tutelage, use reason to decide what God is saying in his
Word, and their reason, starting from the correct presuppositions,

the foundation of understanding
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can recognize the wisdom and truthfulness of what is said,11 but they
do not use reason to decide whether what he says is true on the basis
of some external criteria. What criteria could be more ultimate than
God’s speech? Are our thoughts higher than God’s thoughts?

For Jesus, as well as all other NT writers, Scripture is inviolable
(“Scripture cannot be broken,” John 10:35). We cannot decide
whether it is true on the basis of some external criteria. Yet the evan-
gelists like Paul and Apollos “argued . . . from the scriptures, ex-
plaining and proving that it was necessary for the Christ to suffer
and to rise from the dead” (Acts 17:2–3; see also 18:28; 19:8).

If truth exists outside of ourselves, we will not know it by pretend-
ing that we have no presuppositions, nor will we attain it by embracing
all our presuppositions as unchangeable parts of ourselves; we will
achieve understanding only if we submit ourselves, presuppositions
and all, to the One who understands and interprets all things rightly.
The goal therefore is to become, not presuppositionless, but presup-
positionally self-critical. Obviously, we have been presupposing a great
deal. But if the Bible communicates the truth, and if we wish to learn
it from the Bible, we must at least share that most basic of its presup-
positions, which is that submission to the God who speaks in his Word
is the first step in understanding him. The fear of the Lord is the be-
ginning of both knowledge and wisdom (Prov. 1:7; Ps. 111:10).

It is not only our most basic presupposition that should be
brought into line with that of the biblical writers; subordinate pre-
suppositions need to be examined as well. Of course, this too is never
easy, because our presuppositions are going to influence how we look
at our presuppositions—but it is not hopeless. Although it is an ex-
ceedingly difficult process, the attempt to recognize one’s presuppo-
sitions and evaluate whether and to what degree they are in harmony
with those of the Bible, must continually be undertaken throughout
life. In fact, we could say that the key to interpreting the Bible is to allow it
to change and mold our presuppositions into an interpretive framework
compatible with the Bible.12 P. Stuhlmacher has written in a similar
vein: “Whoever wants to penetrate the texts of the Bible theologically
and reach their core of truth must interpret them in the way in which
they themselves demand to be interpreted and to be prepared to tai-
lor the method of interpretation to fit the individual character and in-
dividual significance of the texts.”13 We would stress, however, that it

the foundation of understanding
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is more the presuppositions about a text than the methods that must
be tailored to the text’s character and significance.

What causes our presuppositions to change? More to the point,
what causes our assumptions regarding the meaning or interpreta-
tion of the Bible or a part of it to change? If a paradigm or set of as-
sumptions about a text is yielding little understanding, we may
eventually shift to a new set that works better. Elements of discord,
or cognitive dissonance,14 may also provoke a reevaluation of as-
sumptions. In mystery novels, a good detective who is bothered by
the “little” discords in the “obvious” solution is often thereby moti-
vated to discover the correct solution. The hermeneutical process is
similar. Even if our rock-bottom presupposition is right, constant
reevaluation is still a necessary and healthy process, and should con-
tinue throughout life. It is what enables us to understand the truth
and to grow in our understanding of God’s Word.

We can think of this as a “hermeneutical spiral.” Although one
must know the forest in order to understand the trees, it is also true
that a knowledge of the trees builds up the understanding of the
forest. Our presuppositions about the overall meaning of the Bible,
and life in general for that matter, form the interpretive framework
for understanding particular texts of the Bible, which in turn act as
a corrective to the overall interpretive presuppositions. This con-
tinual interaction moves us up a spiral toward a “meeting of mean-
ing” and understanding of the truth.

Unfortunately, in our day the very relevance of this task is seen
as rather questionable. Many people not only deny the existence of
absolute truth, but also claim that even if there were absolute truth,
it would be incommunicable, because language is relative. Al-
though this notion has been around for quite a while, it is particu-
larly acute in this postmodern era. So our first chapter will look at
general presuppositions about truth and language. The discussion
may get a bit technical in this chapter, but the reader is urged to
persevere, because all the discussion these days about hermeneutics
has largely to do with presuppositions about truth and language. In
chapter 2, we shall focus on presuppositions about the Bible, and
chapter 3 will raise the question of how presuppositions relate to
our methods of interpretation.

the foundation of understanding
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1
T R U T H , L A N G U A G E ,
A N D S I N

W
hen we approach the Bible, there are three aspects of our
worldview, of our general outlook on life, that profoundly af-
fect and even determine what meaning we find there. The

first of these is our view of truth: is there such a thing as absolute
truth, and, if there is, are we capable of knowing it? Truth is the pil-
lar upon which proper understanding is built. Second, how does
language, the vehicle of understanding, work? What are our as-
sumptions about how language works? How can a text that is thou-
sands of years old say anything to us today? Finally, we must reckon
with the fact of our own sin and the degree to which it spoils our un-
derstanding by coloring our desire to read the text one way as op-
posed to another.

THE PILLAR OF UNDERSTANDING: TRUTH

When the first edition of this book was written in 1991, we as-
serted that the presuppositions of most people today include: (1)
the ideological presupposition that man is the measure of all things,1

and that human reason must be entirely autonomous; (2) the
methodological assumption that the scientific method is the only valid
means for ascertaining truth; and (3) the attitudinal assumption
that there is no knowable absolute truth, and that truth is always rel-
ative to the knower.2 Only the last of these is still true. Especially dis-
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trusted is the assumption that the scientific method is ultimate, but
even the assumption that reason is the final arbiter of truth is no
longer so widely acknowledged. This is not because of some return
to divine authority or the abandonment of the notion of human au-
tonomy. Rather, a more consistent application of the third assump-
tion has called the first two into question. But the remnants of them
all still permeate our thought patterns, and they are still entrenched
in modern society.

If we wish to understand the Bible’s message on its own terms,
however, we cannot use these presuppositions. They are incompati-
ble with the Scriptures, which presuppose that God, not man, mea-
sures all things (Job 38–41), that human reason is dependent and
cannot penetrate to the very bottom of things, but that ultimate and
absolute truth is knowable, by way of personal relationship (1 Cor.
8:2–3). With regard to method, the Scriptures claim that things do
not always work the same way, and that some events have nonearthly
or supernatural causes (e.g., Heb. 2:4). Now if these claims are true,
then it is inappropriate to apply to Scripture a “scientific” approach
that assumes in advance that there is no supernatural intervention
in the natural world. One cannot evaluate the Bible’s claims to truth
by using methods that assume in advance that these claims are im-
possible.

Can We Know the Truth?
There are three great arguments that are now commonly used

to argue that absolute truth regarding transcendent realities cannot
be known. They are, first, that knowledge is limited to this world;
second, that all knowledge is relative to the knower; and third, that
language is relative and thus incapable of expressing absolute truth.

Is know ledge limited to this w orld? After Plato, philosophers
generally made a distinction between ultimate or transcendent
truth (the “ideal” world) and worldly or proximate realities (the
“real” or phenomenal world, which our senses experience), and
they assumed that both could be known and were capable of being
understood by reason. The philosopher Immanuel Kant, as a child
of the Enlightenment, was committed to the sovereignty of human
reason, but he showed, at least to the satisfaction of most philoso-

the foundation of understanding
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phers since, that pure human reason, proceeding by a posteriori ar-
gument, could not by itself penetrate to any ultimate truth, cer-
tainly not to the transcendent realm of morals and theology.
Knowledge, in Kant’s view, was a synthesis of sense experience and
the structures of understanding coming out of a person’s mind.3 So
Kant drew a line between the “ideal” and the “real” much more
sharply, dividing knowledge between the noumenal world (the world
of mental structure) and the phenomenal world (the world of sense
experience). The only knowledge achievable by critical scientific in-
vestigation is knowledge of the phenomenal world. It is limited to
our synthetic understanding of this world, and all knowledge of this
world must be acquired through (inductive) reasoning, not by way
of any external authority. On the other hand, God, the soul, free-
dom, etc., are noumenal constructs, “ideas,” pure a priori concepts
that are beyond the possibility of experience, being innate to the
human mind.4 In this view, ultimate realities are not discoverable,
but only believable, and thus whatever knowledge we do have of
them is subjectively determined. Nietzsche drew this to its logical
conclusion, that any speaking about truth is illusory:

What, then, is truth? A mobile army of metaphors,
metonyms, and anthropomorphisms—in short, a sum of hu-
man relations, which have been enhanced, transposed, and
embellished poetically and rhetorically, and which after
long use seem firm, canonical, and obligatory to a people:
truths are illusions about which one has forgotten that this
is what they are: metaphors which are worn out and without
sensuous power.5

The Enlightenment began with hopes of finding absolute truth
without a God who acts in this world.6 It ended up denying the pos-
sibility of truth.

But was not the Enlightenment validated by the subsequent his-
tory of human thought? The physical sciences have been rather suc-
cessful in their inductive analysis of, and resultant control over, the
physical world; the world seems to be reasonable and knowable as
long as we stay within the bounds of reason and science.7 On the
other hand, philosophy and theology have become increasingly

truth, language, and sin
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confused and confusing, often degenerating into exercises in
sesquipedalian obfuscation.8 As a result, increasing numbers of peo-
ple have come to view science as the only source of truth, and think
that truth is limited to this world.9 Such things as God or ultimate
meaning are regarded as simply unknowable, or knowable only by
intuition or subjective feeling, and so should be left alone.

But in spite of this, people cannot stop thinking about reality be-
yond the physical world, and many strange cults and a plethora of re-
ligious ideas have cropped up, demanding and often obtaining the
allegiance of large numbers of people who are dissatisfied with the
purely materialistic scientific approach. Certain elements of experi-
ence (not just thought), particularly those having to do with human
relationships, cannot be fit into the purely material universe, and yet
are undeniably real. Personality is more basic in the universe than
physics.10 Further, science itself is starting to recognize that even in
the physical universe there are limits to what rationality can accom-
plish.11 The existence of truth which transcends this universe can no
longer be denied simply because science cannot analyze it.

Is all know ledge relat ive? But even if this be true, is not all hu-
man knowledge, even that of the physical world, relative to the
knower? Knowledge necessarily entails a paradigm or theory of or-
der (an a priori; a person always knows facts in relation to other facts
that he knows), and since everyone’s total knowledge and experi-
ence is different, each person’s total worldview is unique, and hence
his or her knowledge of something is never identical to any other
person’s knowledge of that same thing.

It must be acknowledged that human knowledge is always rela-
tive to the knower, and is always based on that human being’s ex-
perience and presuppositions, but there is an important distinction
between knowing an absolute truth and knowing a truth absolutely. Hu-
mans can know an absolute, transcendent truth if that truth is
known by an absolute Person whose knowledge does not depend on
experience, and if that absolute Person shares his knowledge with
humans. It is a conviction or basic assumption of the biblical writers
that such a Person does indeed exist, and that he has communi-
cated truth in Scripture.12 Scripture writers assume that God is
there, and that he has spoken. Thus, we may know absolute truth,
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albeit not absolutely; we may know it truly, even though only par-
tially and imperfectly. The atheist or agnostic may cry “presupposi-
tion” at us, but we may point out that they are presupposing that
God has not spoken.

In fact, the proponent of the idea that “all truth is relative” re-
ally can say nothing, for if all truth is relative, then the statement
that all truth is relative must be relative, which means that no such
absolute statement can be made. The difference between the Bible
and the modern approach is that the modern person regards
knowledge as the provenance only of beings who are finite and rel-
ative, and thus for them “truth” can only be a relative term. But the
Bible recognizes One who transcends relative knowledge and knows
absolute truth, and he speaks to his people, so they may know it.13

Can truth be expressed in language? Perhaps the most forceful
argument against the knowability of absolute truth is the argument
that, since human language is always relative, language is incapable
of expressing or formulating an absolute truth. An extreme form of
this view was held by the great linguistic philosopher Ludwig
Wittgenstein. In his Tractatus Logico-philosophicus,14 he asserts,
“Ethics cannot be put into words” (6.421), and he declares a little
later, “God does not reveal himself in the world” (6.432). Wittgen-
stein does acknowledge that there are “things” which cannot be put
into words, which he calls “the mystical” (6.522), but since they can-
not be put into words, no certain knowledge can be had of them,
nor can they be shared via language. Thus, the final section of his
Tractatus, on the mystical, consists of a single sentence that simply
disclaims that anything can be said.

From a different perspective, the German philosopher Martin
Heidegger also challenges the possibility of knowing absolute truth
because knowledge is linguistic and always “on the way,” being dis-
closed in language. In his most influential work, Being and Time,15

Heidegger insists that language reveals “Being,” but every disclo-
sure of Being is also a concealment. Any language that speaks of
positive and absolute truth as something that can be possessed
rather than striven for is “fallen” and inauthentic, because it is not
anchored in the existential moment.16

Once again, both Wittgenstein and Heidegger are operating on
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a presuppositional base that excludes direct communication by the
transcendent God.17 In this way, Heidegger, although he denied be-
ing an existentialist and wished to distance himself from Sartre and
Jaspers, really ends up in the same place. A God who reveals truth,
he says, destroys human freedom. On such a basis, they are being
consistent in rejecting the knowability of absolute truth.18

But although modern presuppositions lead to a denial of any
absolute truth, biblical presuppositions affirm and support the view
that there is indeed truth that is absolute and transcends the rela-
tivity of human knowing. What God has said is absolutely true. If we
wish to know that truth truly, our only avenue is to know the One
who knows absolutely, and this means adopting an attitude of sub-
mission to God and recognizing what reason cannot do. It means
cultivating our relationship to God if we wish to increase our un-
derstanding of the truth. It also means maintaining humility, in
recognition that, while by God’s grace we may know some absolutes,
we shall never know them perfectly.19

How Do We Know Transcendent Truth?
All the above might give the impression that reason or the mind

has nothing to do with knowing the truth, and that truth is simply
apprehended mystically. But although our basis for knowledge is a
relationship to God, the actual acquisition of knowledge involves
communication, thinking, and a conscious, positive response to the
knowledge acquired. In other words, it involves reason, language,
and faith, which we shall now consider in reverse order.

Faith. Anselm rightly said, “Credo ut intelligam,” “I believe in
order that I might understand,”20 referring to Isaiah 7:9. Anselm
recognized that unless we approach knowledge, especially knowl-
edge of the Scriptures, from a standpoint of submission to its teach-
ing, we will not be able to understand it properly.21 But in some
sense the reverse is also true: we must understand in order to be-
lieve. Faith is a response to something, not to nothing. True faith is
not an irrational leap in the dark, a submission to nothing in par-
ticular or to the “mysterium tremendum et fascinans.”22 It is a
knowledgeable response to God’s communication with us.

We are thus confronted with another circle, or spiral.23 If true
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knowing requires faith, and faith requires knowing, how does one
get started on the spiral? The answer is twofold. First, every human
being, by virtue of being in the image of God, has an awareness of
deity as soon as he or she has self-awareness. This sensus deitatis,
which is built into people, provides a ground for knowledge,
whether it is acknowledged or not. All creation, including human-
ity itself, shouts of its Creator, and thus everyone knows enough
about God to be condemned for not obeying him. The problem is
that people suppress this awareness, and by doing so they distort the
truth they know (see Rom. 1:19–23).

Second, God initiates a special relationship with his people by
special revelation (see chap. 2, under “The Bible and the World”).
“No one knows the Father except the Son and any one to whom the
Son chooses to reveal him” (Matt. 11:27). It was quite appropriate
for the father of the demon-possessed boy to cry out, “I believe; help
my unbelief!” (Mark 9:24). Faith stops suppressing the truth and in-
stead seeks it and is nourished by it.24

Language. In order to understand what anyone is saying, one
must first of all have some idea of what the other person is talking
about.

Words produce understanding by appealing to experience
and leading to experience. Only where word has already
taken place can word take place. Only where there is already
previous understanding can understanding take place.25

How then is communication possible?
When a child learns language, he must already know something

about the language in order to know what to make of the diverse
sounds. But in order to know the language, he must first learn it.26

How do children get started on this “linguistic competence spiral”?
They must have some innate linguistic capacity, an inherent recog-
nition which places them already in the spiral of understanding.
Even non-Christians recognize this inherent linguisticality in chil-
dren, although they cannot explain it.27

The Bible indicates that humans are created in God’s image.
This implies many things, but it certainly includes our ability to
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communicate with God and each other,28 and this involves compe-
tence in language, as well as the ability to understand concepts.

Reason. Like linguisticality and faith, and implied by them, our
reasoning and understanding capacity also come from God and act
as responses to God. The book of Proverbs lays down the principle
that “the fear of the LORD is the beginning [i.e., the starting point]
of knowledge” (Prov. 1:7). God calls to Israel, “Come now, let us rea-
son together” (Isa. 1:18). The context in Isaiah indicates that God
is not inviting Israel to argue with him, but to consider and under-
stand his redemptive purposes.

Language and reason are inextricably linked. One might even
argue that they are simply two aspects of the same innate human
ability.29 Reason must work with predications or statements about
reality. Even the law of noncontradiction,30 the most basic predicate
of rationality, is a linguistic entity. And evaluating, relating, and or-
dering predications—that is, using reason—all happen linguisti-
cally. There is indeed prelinguistic perception, but the “making
sense” of such perception is the process of putting it into language.
Raw sense experience must be linguistically interpreted.

Likewise, faith and reason are linked, and, when properly un-
derstood and used, are not in opposition, but are cofunctional.
Even for those who disclaim Christianity, some belief system, some
presuppositional framework of understanding, provides a basis for
reason, and reason applied to data within that framework provides
the content for their belief. If faith and reason are perceived to be
in opposition, it is because of a dichotomy between the faith upon
which one’s reasoning is based and the faith which is professed. The
mind must be used (1 Peter 1:13), but it must also recognize its de-
pendence and its limitations (Isa. 55:8–9; 1 Cor. 1:18–25).

In summary, our knowledge is possible because (1) God first
creates us as thinking and speaking beings with self-awareness and
awareness of him, (2) he speaks to us, and (3) he enables us to be-
lieve. As Paul says in 1 Corinthians 8, it is not the one who thinks he
knows who knows as he ought to know, but the one who loves God
who is known by him. We know because God first knew us, just as we
love because God first loved us (1 John 4:19). Those who do not
know God only “know” on borrowed capital; they really do know
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things, but only because they are made in God’s image. They have
no justification for their knowledge.

THE VEHICLE OF UNDERSTANDING: LANGUAGE

Although we noted above that language is one of the elements
involved in knowing the absolute Knower, the problem of language
is of special importance, first, because it has all but taken over philo-
sophical thinking in the West in the last century, and second, be-
cause questions about how to interpret a book are going to be
directly affected by the theory of language adopted. Although we
cannot now expound much on the intricacies of this subject,31 we
do need to address two related questions, at least in cursory fashion:
what is a text, and what and where is its meaning?

What Is a Text?
Sometimes a text is defined simply as “a piece of language.” This

may appear obvious to some degree, but it is also misleading, be-
cause it obscures the more personal nature of a text.32 Like
speech,33 serious writing is communication,34 a means of conveying
thought and feeling and of facilitating the sharing of experience,
and hence the broadening of experience and knowledge.35 When
an author writes, he produces a linguistic representation or reflec-
tion of his thought.36 When a reader reads, this analogue is “re-
presented” in his mind.37 Thus, the reader communes with the
author’s ideas. Even if the reader criticizes or rejects those ideas, he
first attempts to understand, or set up in his own mind thoughts
analogous to, those of the producer of the text.38 He aims for a
“meeting of meaning” with the author.

We might illustrate this by means of the now almost obsolete
vinyl record. The little waves and ripples in the groove are not mu-
sic, nor are they a perfect analogue to the performance, but they do
truly convey the music. Just as a reader converts the little black
marks on a page into words, and the words into a sequence of ideas
and arguments, so a record player “reads” the waves and ripples and
converts them into musical sounds, so that the listener experiences
an analogue to the original performance. The listener may reject
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the music as being too raucous or incomprehensible, or may reject
the performance as too lush or too austere, but first the music must
be reestablished from its analogous form on the record.

Now this illustration has certain weaknesses, because it too is an
analogy. A vinyl record cannot even theoretically be as good as the
original performance, no matter how high the quality of the repro-
duction equipment. Further, the author’s thought may in fact not
even exist apart from its linguistic form. If thought needs language
in order to be formed in the first place (see p. 18), then a language
event cannot simply be an externalization of a nonlinguistic or
prelinguistic thought. Language, along with the rest of the experi-
ence of the thinker, provides the interpretive framework for
thought, not just its encoding form.39 Nevertheless, the vinyl record
is like language in its being an analogous, but imprecise medium of
conveying human expression.

Imprecision in a vinyl record means that something is lost. But
imprecision in language is in some ways its strength. Ambiguity and
open-endedness mean that language is flexible enough to express
thought accurately.40 Indeed, if language were totally unambiguous,
precise, and exhaustive, then words about God would be sufficiently
inadequate to make them idolatrous. The flexibility of the elements
of language is what enables sentences to be perfectly, though not
exhaustively, true. Of course, the difficulty at the other end re-
mains; the interpreter can never understand perfectly the exact
original thought of the writer, even though the theoretical possibil-
ity of such understanding remains forever in the text. But, just as
any record player can reproduce the original performance with
some fidelity, so can any reader reproduce the original thought with
some degree of fidelity. And finally, a text, like a record, is perma-
nent, so that the thought, like the performance, can be reproduced
over and over again, each time deepening the total apprehension of
the original on the part of the hearer, coming ever closer to a “meet-
ing of meaning.”

This is quite a different matter than how reality is transmitted
through an author’s language. When an author transmits his per-
ception of reality, the transmission is not identical to the reality itself,
because he is using a medium, language. A text is, to use P. Ricoeur’s
words, not a reproduction of reality, but a re-presentation of it.41
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Thus, Ricoeur likens a text to a painting, rather than to a photo-
graph.42 If we stayed with our record player illustration, it would be
more like the relationship of the performance that is recorded to
the notes written on the composer’s manuscript. A conductor re-
presents the “reality” of the composer’s product. But a good ren-
dering of a symphony requires the conductor to be musically
competent himself. Solti, Szell, Toscanini, and Furtwängler all gave
valid, but quite different readings of Beethoven’s symphonies, be-
cause they themselves were musically competent. But we have all
heard performances that simply lack the vitality of the symphony,
even though the musicians may get all the notes right.

The application to the Bible should be clear. Language is ade-
quate to convey God’s thought accurately and truly, though not
comprehensively,43 because our ability to receive it is always imper-
fect. But the advantages flowing from the fact that any reader can
get some more or less faithful understanding (just as any record
player can play any record, albeit with greater or lesser fidelity), and
the fact that the message can be heard over and over, mean that the
textuality of the Bible is not its weakness, but its strength. Further,
like the several conductors, different biblical writers may re-present
the same reality differently, and yet each presentation may be a valid
rendition (such as with the four Gospels). On the other hand, to
achieve a valid and faithful reading requires the interpreter to be
linguistically competent. He must know both language and life, just
as the orchestra conductor must know both how to read a score and
what is musically coherent.

So a text is first of all an encoding of thought in such a fashion
that it may be “replayed,” re-presented, reexperienced. But texts are
also intentional acts.44 Just as a conductor makes a recording for
some purpose (such as to register his ideas on how a piece should
be performed or to make money), so texts are “uttered” by people
who wish to accomplish something by their utterance. They can
project a world (as in fiction), they can assert things, and by such
projections or assertions they can attempt to generate changes in
behavior or perception in their hearers. This is certainly true of the
Bible: “So shall my word be that goes forth from my mouth; it shall
not return to me empty, but it shall accomplish that which I pur-
pose” (Isa. 55:11).
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Now if a text is an act, does it follow that meaning is the intent
of the initial actor, i.e., the author? Where does the meaning of a
text lie? Again, at first glance this appears to be obvious, but the is-
sue is not as simple as it seems.

What and where is meaning? The word meaning is somewhat
slippery. In general, the meaning of a word is that to which it points:
if x means y, then x points to y. But there are different kinds of
pointing. Most often, if someone asks, “What do you mean?” he is
requesting an expanded paraphrase or rephrasing. It is the idea of
sense or thought that is most commonly identified with meaning.
But the question “What do you mean?” could also be used to ask
someone to specify the referent, or the specific application of the
sense to which the speaker is pointing. (More of this is discussed in
chap. 5, under “Word and Sentence.”)

Meaning can also point to what something entails. “This means
war!” expresses the idea that an act entails war. Meaning can also be
the value of something. For example, “My job means a lot to me.”
And sometimes the purpose or intention of the speaker or author is
indicated by the word meaning. If I tell my daughter, “The milk is
sour,” my meaning is that she should not drink it.45

But most often the meaning of a word or utterance, especially
in a written context, is taken to be its more general linguistic sense.
In oral speech, it is true, meaning is often identical to the referent,
the specific person, thing, or circumstance that is being talked
about. But in the case of written and public texts, although they are
frequently generated by a specific referential circumstance, their
meaning is taken as applicable to more general circumstances. The
meaning, then, is how a discourse, sentence, or word functions in
language as a whole. With this notion of meaning in mind, we can
ask, “Where is meaning?” or “Where does meaning come from?”

One of the aims of the Enlightenment was to get back to “the
sources,” to recover the original ideas of early writers. Theologians
of the late Middle Ages had tended to read even the ancient pagan
philosophers through a Christian grid, placing the most Christian
interpretation possible upon their works. This was rejected in the
Enlightenment. The meaning of a text was to be understood only by
reference to the original author and his immediate audience. The
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assumption was that the author’s intent is what one should attempt
to uncover in the process of interpretation.46

But this focus on the author as the source of meaning was a fea-
ture not only of the Enlightenment. As we shall see in chapter 4, the
Reformers also rejected the authority of traditional interpretation
and strove to recover the meaning intended by the original authors
of Scripture. Unlike the Enlightenment secularists, the Reformers
recognized that God was the ultimate author of Scripture, and that
he, as the author, was the source of its meaning. But they looked to
the original human author’s situation and intent as the basis for dis-
covering God’s meaning. To understand the divine sense of a text,
it was necessary to recover as much of its original human referent as
possible, as a contextual guide to that sense. Any alleged sense of
Scripture that was unrelated to the original referent was suspect. Fo-
cusing on the author’s intent provided both a key to meaning and
a control over it.

But does “author’s intent” cover all there is in the meaning of a
text? An objection sometimes raised is that, if the author is deceased
or unavailable for direct comment, the only meaning possible is a
reconstruction on the part of the reader. Thus, the author’s intent
cannot be a criterion for evaluating a text, because that intent is
knowable only by way of a reading.47 Although the authoritative
meaning may rest in the author’s thought, we have no way of ac-
cessing that thought except through the actual words and what we
know of the situation of the original hearers. In the case of the
Bible, if the text had any authority for its original hearers, it must
have been expressed in a way that was understandable to them, so
that they would be responsible to act on the teaching.

Further, an author’s intent or purpose is not quite the same as
the sense, as was noted above. When a young child asks “Why?” the
intent may simply be to keep the person talking, although the
meaning or sense of why? is “What are the causes behind the previ-
ous assertion?” Finally, not everything that an utterance or text
might legitimately mean in every situation has to be in the author’s
consciousness.48 As a historical phenomenon, a text, like any other
thing in history, can mean something on its own. The Battle of Has-
tings means something, not because an author “wrote” the battle,
but because it had and has a determining effect on the present.
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Similarly, a classic text changes things, and has a determining effect
on the present. The way a text has influenced history might have lit-
tle to do with an author’s conscious intent.

These problems led to the development of three more modern
theories of interpretation: the autonomous text theory, the reader-
response theory, and the sociolinguistic-community theory. The au-
tonomous text theory finds meaning in the text itself, apart from
author or reader. The reader-response theory argues that meaning
is found only in the mind of the reader. Even the author becomes
only another reader on this view. The community theory argues that
meaning is generated unreflectedly by the conventions and expec-
tations of the sociolinguistic community to which the reader be-
longs.

A more detailed discussion of these theories may be found in
appendix A, but at this point we would simply suggest that although
these theories have certain aspects of truth, they also suppress other
aspects. In particular, many of them frequently understress the fact
that all texts, like other utterances, are forms of personal commu-
nication, and therefore bear the character of interpersonal acts,49

which necessarily involve both speaker and hearer, as well as the
medium of communication. But more importantly, the question not
just of the locus of meaning, but even the very possibility of mean-
ing, cannot be answered without reference to a truly transcendent
interpreter, whose interpretation is both completely objective and
truly subjective. Meaning and understanding presuppose order, co-
herency, and purpose. For there to be order, coherency, and pur-
pose, there must be One who orders, holds things together, and
intends. The understanding that this One has makes possible the
communication of meaning in language. By itself, this does not
help us to know what the true meaning of a text is, but it does pro-
vide a basis for expecting that there is a knowable, true meaning
outside of ourselves (see pp. 14–15), a universally valid standard of
meaning toward which we must strive. There is a determinate mean-
ing; it is the meaning intended by the author, the meaning inherent
in the text within its context, and the meaning apprehended with
more or less fidelity by the more or less informed reader, all of these
being under the linguistic standard of God’s interpretation of all
acts, linguistic and otherwise.50
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However, each of these loci functions in a somewhat different
way. The author is the one who made certain choices regarding
what to say. The language or social environment may determine
what way he or she says something, but it does not determine what
is said.51 Thus, the meaning that inheres in the reader’s mind strives
for congruity with the thought of the author, and the text itself has
meaning only as a tool to establish communication between an au-
thor and his audience.

When it comes to the Bible, this matter becomes even more cru-
cial, because the Bible professes itself to be, and the church con-
fesses that it is, God’s own utterance. For most of the church’s
history, it was assumed by Christians that the Bible had been au-
thored by God, and that the human authors were to a greater or
lesser degree simply mouthpieces for God’s speech.52 So interpre-
tation was a matter of understanding what God meant. The as-
sumption was that God expressed absolute truth in language. The
interpreter tried to hear God speaking in Scripture. But after the
Enlightenment, divine authorship, although not always explicitly
denied, was deemed more or less irrelevant to the task of ascertain-
ing the meaning of Scripture. Interpretation focused on the human
author exclusively.

If the Bible is God’s word, is not he, rather than the human au-
thor, the one who gives it its determinate meaning? But if this is
the case, how can we know that determinate meaning? All speech
with which we are familiar here on earth occurs in human con-
texts, and the meaning of a set of words uttered in one context is
different from that same set of words uttered in a different con-
text. For this reason, even the Protestant Reformers, such as
Luther, Calvin, and Zwingli, emphasized that the meaning of a
text had to be rooted in the human author’s situation and lin-
guistic environment.53 Unlike the later Enlightenment figures,
however, they did not regard the human author’s situational
meaning as the limit of the text’s meaning, but rather as the foun-
dation for our knowledge of that meaning. Certainly the biblical au-
thors themselves, when they used earlier biblical materials, almost
unreflectively assumed that the words addressed to previous gen-
erations in earlier circumstances were nevertheless also addressed
to them (see, e.g., 1 Cor. 9:10 and 1 Peter 1:12).
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In conclusion, God as the ultimate author of Scripture is the
one who determines its meaning, not only because he is its author
(and thus the “author-ity” behind it), but also because he is the sov-
ereign God who interprets all things rightly, and because he in-
vented language and created humans with their linguistic capacity.
Since Scripture functions in human contexts, our access to its divine
meaning can only be by way of the human authors and their contexts. The
human author’s meaning and his concrete sociolinguistic situation
provide the starting point for understanding God’s meaning for all
his people. We get to know the human author’s “point” in order to
grasp God’s “point.”

THE SPOILER OF UNDERSTANDING: SIN

What has sin to do with interpretation? In most people’s minds,
sin has to do with behavior, whereas interpretation has to do with
understanding. Thus, most modern literary criticism avoids deriv-
ing from any text an ethical teaching about life in general. Such “di-
dacticism” is derogated as “moralism” and is shunned as not being
a critical task. But texts themselves, both biblical and nonbiblical,
are valuable to people only as they provide help in dealing with life.
Even artistic or entertainment texts are appreciated by us because
they in some way help us cope with life, and so the implied moral
questions, questions about what is right (not just within the narra-
tive structure, but in life generally), are as important to a real-life
understanding of the purpose of a text as is the analysis of its own
internal meaning. Hence, interpretation of any serious writing
sooner or later focuses on ethical questions.

We have argued that texts are communicative acts, and commu-
nicative acts are acts of the will. Thus, there is a motive behind the
production of a text, and motivation can never be morally neutral.
Further, a communicative venture involves not just the utterer or
author, but also the hearer or interpreter. Just as the author’s act
cannot be morally neutral, neither can interpretation be ethically
neutral. This should be obvious at certain levels. Deliberately mis-
construing a text to misrepresent its author is a morally reprehensi-
ble act; it is a kind of lying, a “bearing false testimony.”
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The ethicality of interpretation is supremely important when it
comes to interpreting the Bible. The Scriptures repeatedly warn
that wrong thinking is ethically and morally evil, and ineluctably
leads to more evil and less understanding.54 Thus, misinterpreting
Scripture is sin. Since the Bible frequently addresses questions of
behavioral morality, misunderstanding can lead to incorrect behav-
ior,55 and thus more sin. Further, since the Bible’s subject matter di-
rectly addresses our behavior, our interpretation is bound to be
heavily influenced by our attempts to justify ourselves. Finally, bibli-
cal interpretation touches directly on questions of truth, and truth
and ethics are inseparable.56 A false interpretation of a true state-
ment is a lie, and lies are evil. A false interpretation of a true state-
ment that is a matter of life and death is therefore a great evil. The
Bible even declares that a lie told by the Serpent was the sin that
perpetrated the fall of man (Gen. 3), and Jesus castigates the devil
as “the father of lies” (John 8:44). Bad interpretation is bad.

It therefore seems strange that so much of biblical studies and
even books on biblical interpretation operate on the assumption
that interpretation can be an ethically neutral and value-free scien-
tific enterprise. There is no escaping the fact that the Bible ad-
dresses moral truth, and this automatically means that no reader
who understands its message can remain neutral in his or her un-
derstanding.

Actually, we have probably understated the difficulty. Sin is the
central problem addressed by the Bible. If the chief subject matter
of the Bible is the relationship between God and man, the chief
obstacle to that relationship is not man’s finitude or God’s invisi-
bility, but man’s sin.57 A more difficult matter is the question of
what sin is. This is not the place to address this question, but we
hold to the view of Augustine of Hippo and Luther that the Fall
has resulted in a moral inability of man to do good, and that this
inability is more in view when Paul speaks of “sin” than individual
acts of rebellion. In the contrary view of Thomas Aquinas,
mankind has had and still has an undetermined will, and right-
eousness was a gift added to Adam on top of his moral neutrality.
What Adam lost in the Fall was his added righteousness, not his
ability to choose between good and evil. The Fall was thus a meta-
physical change rather than a change in man’s will itself. In this
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view, one could perhaps present a stronger argument for the pos-
sibility of neutrality in interpretation. But if Paul is any guide, sin
has destroyed the ability to do right (Rom. 7:13–25), and thus to
interpret aright, without divine intervention. Jesus Christ came
into the world to save sinners (1 Tim. 1:15).

Now if sin is such a problem, one should expect that it is going
to be a hindrance in any communication, especially in interpreta-
tion. Recognition of this may not help directly in the practical mat-
ter of determining the correct interpretation of a passage, but it
does help indirectly. It means first that our ability to communicate
linguistically, as well as in other ways, is weakened. The story of the
Tower of Babel illustrates this graphically. It also means that it is ex-
tremely unlikely that any interpretation we make will be entirely
free from error. Our interpretation is too inescapably beset by un-
conscious motivations of self-interest. Thus we learn to hold our in-
terpretations, particularly on matters on which the church has very
little consensus (such as infant baptism or the millennium), more
or less tentatively, and we are slow to brand those who hold differ-
ing interpretations as willful suppressors of the truth.

We are also able to understand why certain problems may not
admit of tidy solutions. For example, in the history of the church,
the issue of divine sovereignty and human responsibility has often
generated more heat than light. The Bible affirms both, and does
not try to accommodate one by weakening the other. Sometimes
well-meaning Christians misstate this as though it were a contradic-
tion, that God is both sovereign and not sovereign. But this is not
what Scripture does. Only if God is sovereign, and exercises that sov-
ereignty, does any act of man have purpose. Man’s responsibility is
established, not undermined, by God’s sovereignty.

The juxtaposition of divine sovereignty and human responsibil-
ity was not a problem for Jesus Christ (and would not have been for
humankind, had Adam not sinned); he was fully responsible for his
actions as a human, his temptations were real (Heb. 4:15), and yet
he was unalterably God’s chosen Messiah. Interpretation would not
be a problem for us, were it not for our sin. False interpretations are
sinful and are generated by sin. But as we say this, we also reem-
phasize that an interpretation different from our own may not be
sinful; it might be our interpretation that is sinful.
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But are not at least some texts in the Bible plain and clear? It of-
ten appears to Christians as they read the Bible that its meaning is
plain—and we will indeed argue later that Scripture is indeed “per-
spicuous.” But what is plain to one person may not be plain to an-
other—and in fact may be totally false. The “plain” meaning of
Matthew 5:29 appears to be that one should mutilate oneself in or-
der to isolate oneself from temptation, but few would suggest that
this is the correct meaning. In fact, most people would not even call
this the plain meaning, since the passage is plainly not meant to be
taken literally. But there are no explicit indications in the text itself
that its meaning is nonliteral. Again, we are warned against con-
cluding that, because others do not see what is obvious to us, they
are the ones who are willfully suppressing or sidestepping the truth.
What is obvious to us may be wrong.

In other words, recognition of the problem of sin in interpreta-
tion should produce a deep humility about our own interpretations
and a recognition of our need continually to repent of the sinful-
ness that we may not even recognize in our interpretive endeavors.
Perhaps this is why James warns teachers so harshly in James 3:1.
When one teaches, one passes on one’s interpretations, and the fal-
sity within those interpretations is perpetuated. However, humility
should not lead to inaction. To withhold the truth also brings judg-
ment, for “where there is no revelation, the people cast off re-
straint” (Prov. 29:18 NIV), and “my people go into exile for want of
knowledge” (Isa. 5:13). God’s people yearn for revealed truth, and
if this yearning is not satisfied, they may accept its counterfeit. For-
tunately God is gracious and has provided a sacrifice for all our sins,
even our sinful misinterpretations.

SUMMARY

We have been examining how presuppositions, our worldview,
and our expectations of the Bible affect and determine our under-
standing of it. Our understanding of what truth is, whether it is ab-
solute or relative, and whether it is knowable, sets the stage for our
approach to Scripture. We argued that Scripture’s own understand-
ing is that truth is indeed transcendent and absolute, and that it can
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be known because God makes it known, and because he has created
us with minds capable of receiving it. But we also observed that our
knowledge of absolute truth is not itself absolute. Our knowledge is
derivative and dependent. Although everyone, by virtue of the in-
delible awareness of God and the ineluctable force of general reve-
lation, has some knowledge of the truth, to know truth truly is
impossible apart from an attitude of faith and a recognition of the
limits of human reason. Therefore, we must affirm both the objec-
tivity of truth in itself and the subjectivity of our apprehension of it.

We also looked at the problem of language as a medium of com-
munication. We concluded that language events such as texts are in-
terpersonal communicative acts. Meaning is a function of the entire
matrix of the author, the author’s linguistic community, the text,
the reader, and the reader’s linguistic community. But the direction
of interpretation is the reader seeking to understand the author, for
which reference must be made to the author’s context. If the reader
seeks simply to understand himself, there is no communication, but
only solipsistic omphaloskepsis (navel contemplation).

In the case of the Bible, the ultimate author is God, and so he
determines the meaning of the whole. However, since we can de-
termine the meaning of any utterance only by reference to a human
situation, the starting point for understanding the divine meaning
is always the attempt to recover the meaning determined by the
context of the human author.

Finally, we noted that interpretation is an inherently and in-
escapably ethical activity, particularly when the subject of interpre-
tation is the Bible, which purports to instruct us on ethics and truth.
Interpretation is never value-free, just as it is never presupposition-
free, and making decisions on what is right and wrong is necessarily
as ethical as acting upon those decisions. Because of this, if the
Bible is correct in its evaluation of sin as the chief problem of man,
sin becomes the chief problem of interpretation. We also warned
that this should result not in the condemnation of those who dis-
agree with us, but in a recognition of the sinfulness inherent in our
own interpretation and a constant need to subject our interpreta-
tions to reevaluation in the spirit of repentance.
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